EXTEDO makes
pharmaceutical
compliance an
effortless process.
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EXTEDO makes regulatory compliance an effortless

Our mission is to ensure compliance with industry

process. Since 1996, we have provided solutions

standards and regulatory requirements. And our

and expert knowledge that has enabled life science

solutions enable agencies and companies worldwide

organizations worldwide to reduce the time and effort

to bring new products to market faster and safer.

required to manage the lifecycle of their products.
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Years of
experience

EXTEDOpulse
EXTEDOpulse is a complete end-to-end Regulatory Information Management System (RIMS) covering planning
& tracking, document management, registration management, submission management, and safety management.
It provides an integrated, clearer, and better way for life science organizations to achieve their objectives and get
their projects off the ground.

A single platform that
offers everything you
need for life science
product development.
Your systems are
connected in a way
that makes sense for
maximum productivity,
efficiency, and, above
all, simplicity.

Get to market faster
than competitors with
enhanced efficiency,
solid compliance,
streamlined development and processing
from planning to publishing.

Eliminate information
silos by accessing
and connecting your
product data and your
regulatory data into a
single platform.

Connect your team
and add their contributions to projects with
simultaneous, online
input through a single
platform.

Select the individual
applications you need
for a comprehensive
approach that integrates
with your existing IT
infrastructure.

Improve your efficiency
and equip your processes
ready for advanced AI
and machine learning
developments.

Guarantee compliance
with automated regulatory processes, readymade templates and
secure data integrity.

Adapt to the needs
of your organization.
The EXTEDO influencer
program enables us
to design and develop
solutions according to
your challenges.

EXTEDOpulse consists of five distinct hubs that work together to achieve your life science product development and regulatory information management objectives. Below we will detail how each provides value for
your organization.
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The Planning
and Tracking Hub

EXTEDO’s Planning and Tracking Hub offers an all-in-

re-usable templates, to-do lists, personalized inbox-

one project management solution for life science or-

es, dashboards, and individual reports and analytics.

ganizations. It gives you the power to gain a complete
overview of the tasks, objectives, metrics, and team
productivity for each project enabling you to direct
your team towards success more effectively.

Wrike for Life Sciences
As an application within the Planning & Tracking
Hub, Wrike for Life Sciences is highly customizable

Real-time reports and analytic dashboards give you

to be perfectly suited to your specific challenges and

up-to-the-minute details of each of your projects,

comes presented in a sleek, easy-to-understand and

who need to take action next, what resources are

use interface. Wrike is used by hundred thousands

required, and the progress on important tasks and

of users, works out of the box and can be applied to

objectives. Automate your workflows and consistently

any life science project, team, or organization.

keep your projects on the path to completion with

Submission
Management Hub

EXTEDO’s Submission Management Hub makes

ment Hub gives you the tools to interact with the

publishing, validating, viewing, and updating of

submission and approval process from start to finish.

regulatory submissions quick and easy. Designed

Increase productivity by automatically generating

to meet the needs of regulatory agencies, phar-

submission content plans and track the status of

maceutical and agricultural organizations, the Hub

individual submissions during the application process

covers all global standards like eCTD, NeeS, or

for faster and more accurate submissions.

CADDY-XML. The Submission Management Hub
optimizes regulatory activities and streamlines the
submission process to boost efficiency across
your organization.
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The Submission Management Hub within EXTEDOpulse is designed to maintain a comprehensive
overview of your submission statuses across many
products within multiple different geographic markets.

Reduce the complexity and workload involved in

This helps you ensure compliance and manage your

submitting new products or following up on existing

submissions across numerous countries, require-

submissions for approval. The Submission Manage-

ments and conditions. It provides you with a complete

regulatory dossier assembly environment that enables

The Submission Management Hub used by thousands

your organization to operate in a compliant manner

of users and for millions of submissions worldwide

within a heavily regulated environment. Easily handle

can also import and validate large numbers of in-

electronic submissions without prior knowledge of

coming submissions from third-parties. This is espe-

XML technology, and its unique visual aids provide

cially important to regulatory authorities and regional

context, ensuring simplified completion and unprece-

medicinal agencies that need to review and process

dented accuracy.

submissions within mandated timeframes.

eCTDmanager

eSUBmanager

As part of the Submission Management Hub, eCTDmanager enables you to readily build, view, validate,
and publish compliant submissions based on CTD,
eCTD, NeeS, eCopy, IMPD, CTA, VNeeS, DMF,
ASMF, and other submission structures.

eSUBmanager is a modern, end-to-end solution
that improves the collaborative review process
surrounding submission content and metadata.
eSUBmanager comes equipped with a customized
dashboard and grid search function to improve
business processes and boost productivity.

PlantOS

EURSvalidator

PlantOS is an off-the-shelf solution for regulatory
affairs within Crop Sciences. It manages the assembly and compilation of electronic dossiers. It
supports the e-PRISM (USA), e-Index (CAN), CADDY.xml (EU) standards as part of the Submission
Management Hub.

EURSvalidator is used by over 35 authorities,
including EMA, most of big pharma, and thousands
of users worldwide, to ensure eCTD and NeeS
compliance. It enables you to validate medicinal and
veterinary electronic submissions easily.

EURS

EURSnext

EURS serves as a complete eCTD validation and

EURSnext is the next generation reviewing tool,
allowing assessors to access and collaboratively
work on dossiers from wherever they are in the
world. Designed to simplify the inspection and review
of eCTD (including eCTD 4.0/RPS) and NeeS-based
submissions, EURSnext features an extremely fast
and easy-to-use interface that can be accessed via a
regular web browser. It requires minimal user training
and can be installed fast.

collaborative reviewing solution. It is used by over
35 authorities worldwide, including the EMA. It is
designed to simplify the validation and review of
regulated electronic submissions within authorities,
giving you complete confidence that they conform
to official standards thanks to scalable reviewing
features and integrated third-part software options.
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Safety
Management Hub

Understanding the risks and benefits associated

EXTEDO’s Safety Management Hub is ideal for me-

with pharmaceutical products brings with it the need

dicinal product developers, marketing authorization

for more efficient and effective pharmacovigilance

holders, and clinical investigators. This single, easy-

solutions. EXTEDO’s Safety Management Hub is de-

to-use solution has everything life science profession-

signed to streamline your pharmacovigilance, medical

al needs to ensure pharmaceutical products’ safety

device vigilance, cosmetovigilance and nutrivigilance

and maintain pharmacovigilance, cosmetovigilance,

processes quickly and effectively. It provides options

nutrivigilance, and medical device vigilance.

for pharmaceutical companies to monitor critically important data to protect public health, adhere

SafetyEasy

to stringent regulations and avoid the potential for

SafetyEasy is a drug safety management solution

substantial fines. All adverse event reports, reviews,

based on the E2B data standards and MedDRA for

regulatory procedures, and other vital processes can

coding adverse events. It enables you to classify, cre-

be classified, created, reviewed, submitted, and edit-

ate, review, submit, and maintain pharmacovigilance

ed from a single location with a single application.

data and adverse event reports.

Document
Management Hub

Supporting documentation in different areas and

eDOCSmanager

maintaining records is a daunting challenge for the

eDOCSmanager powered by CARA consists of different

life sciences industry. With the daily use of different
solutions and the regulations that go with each, the
management of documentation can quickly become
chaotic. The Document Management Hub facilitates
the influx of documents critical to regulations so that
you can manage, organize and (re-) use them effectively as well as proper archive them.

modules covering dedicated use cases throughout the
organization. These are out of the box modules which
are, if needed, also configurable allowing easy and
incremental adjustments to business processes while
addressing the demanding needs of companies and authorities. The eDOCSmanager application enables data
and content access between various solutions on the
EXTEDOpulse platform, promoting seamless collabora-
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tion, discovery, and traceability across your organization.

The Regulatory Module

training records and SOPs. Additionally, you can

The Regulatory Module ensures you achieve con-

manage your training documentation, track external

sistent, effective regulatory submission results. Use

trainings and attach certificates.

existing or pre-made structures or create your own to
assemble dossiers for different regions while tracking
the status of various submissions simultaneously. In
combination with the submission applications you
benefit from adding documents quickly and easily
with drag-and-drop functionality and maintain quality
with version control and permissions management.

The Clinical Module
The Clinical Module utilizes a template-based
approach for fully configurable document creation,
eTMF structures and additional sites on demand. It
streamlines the clinical regulation and management
activities for life science organizations to boost productivity and eliminate human error.

The Quality Module
eDOCSmanager’s Quality Module has everything
you expect from your Quality Management System
(QMS) and more. Through collaborative tools, the
module includes all standard document creation,
review, approval, sign-off, and publishing features for
your team to make your quality control processes
efficient. It also offers everything you need for the
management, creation, approval and publishing of

eCTDtemplates
Through a library of over 1300 pre-written MS Word
templates, eCTDtemplates deliver a common starting point for all your technical documentation. Each
template is designed and developed around industry
best practices, as well as regularly updated to ensure
compliance with the latest authoring guidance.

Registration
Management Hub

Managing and registering different products is a
time-consuming but critical aspect of running a life
science organization. Keeping a record of your data is
not only required to stay compliant but to stay productive as you develop more products. It is thus essential
to maintain efficient and effective management over
your product registrations globally.
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MPDmanager
EXTEDO’s MPDmanager powered by CARA simplifies
the management of IDMP, XEVMPD and other medicinal product information. It is a solution for keeping
track of thousands of medicinal product registrations
worldwide. Furthermore, the application is designed
to work with the platform in-build Product Master

The Hub enables you to keep track of thousands of

Data Management (MDM) delivering a single source

medicinal product registrations worldwide by acting

of truth for the company’s product data. Product core

as a single, easily managed source of truth for all your

data has to be added to the system only once, and

medicinal product data.

identical information like the formula or composition of

one product does not have to be added per market

Its powerful medicinal product database provides

authorization and region.

a repository for all registrations and the electronic
submission of data directly to the authorities, while

MPDmanager can be connected to any external
DMS or any other RIM application, used as a Product
MDM system or linked to any already existing MDM.

supporting integrated business rules to validate data
before submission for all standards based on the
latest specifications.

Keep your finger on the pulse
Keep your finger on the pulse of your organization

connect the dots throughout the entire lifecycle of your

and unlock the synergy, connection, and innovation

pharmaceutical products.

for Effortless Compliance for all of your projects with
EXTEDOpulse. This all-in-one solution has been
designed with these aspects in mind to help you
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EXTEDO Germany
+49 89 189454-0
info@extedo.com
www.extedo.com

If you would like to find out more, contact EXTEDO
today or visit our website for more information.

EXTEDO US
+1 (855) 328 3500
info@extedo.com
www.extedo.com

EXTEDO China
request@china.extedo.cn
www.extedo.com

Partner
Microsoft Partner
Gold Application Development

